ScienceBase Version December Released 2019-12-31
Bug
[SCIENCEBASE-8231] - Associated Items (ItemLinks) in ItemView doesn't work with non-public items
[SCIENCEBASE-8272] - Cannot get property 'fileName' on null object - building HEAD response for file-get

New Feature
[SCIENCEBASE-8239] - Validate geotiff is a cog by calling the lambda
[SCIENCEBASE-8240] - Create updateFileMetadata mutation for validCog
[SCIENCEBASE-8241] - Files UI - create 'Validate' action in the fileActionsMenu for .tif files
[SCIENCEBASE-8258] - FAQ: Test-SCIENCEBASE-7807 I can retrieve a link representing my current search criteria in the libraryphoto
application

Story
[SCIENCEBASE-7570] - As a user, I can upload a shapefile and see shapefile metadata
[SCIENCEBASE-7957] - Manage permissions on folders/items

Task
[SCIENCEBASE-8162] - Community Folders list on home page
[SCIENCEBASE-8163] - Search results and ItemView (details) cleanup, finish port from SB2
[SCIENCEBASE-8187] - Investigate container deployment for SB services
[SCIENCEBASE-8190] - UI/UX Improvement for SB3-Manager, etc (Nov)
[SCIENCEBASE-8202] - Track Down Docker Swarm Image Conflict
[SCIENCEBASE-8206] - Item Editing auto save and multiform wizard
[SCIENCEBASE-8233] - Standardize Terry L. Sohl contact in SB items
[SCIENCEBASE-8238] - Create AWS CDK Pipeline For Sciencebase Item Shapefile Metadata Processing
[SCIENCEBASE-8244] - Integrate FileUnzip and Shapefile Lambdas into the Sciencebase deploy
[SCIENCEBASE-8245] - Send Shapefile Metadata in a Queue to sb-graphql
[SCIENCEBASE-8249] - Enforce item permissions in the SB manager
[SCIENCEBASE-8259] - Deploy ECS cluster
[SCIENCEBASE-8260] - Create sb-graphql ECS service
[SCIENCEBASE-8261] - Create sb-manager ECS service
[SCIENCEBASE-8265] - Edits / Improvements to 'Manage DOI' Form
[SCIENCEBASE-8266] - Figure Out How to Use Keycloak and Secrets to Connect To SB-GRAPHQL Via AWS Lambda
[SCIENCEBASE-8267] - FAQ: Test- ScienceBase- 8218,8198
[SCIENCEBASE-8268] - Create a "Contact Us" link in the footer by Report a Problem
[SCIENCEBASE-8269] - Help deploying validate cog infrastructure
[SCIENCEBASE-8270] - Help deploying infrastructure for shapefile processing
[SCIENCEBASE-8271] - Create process for migrating RDS databases for beta/prod
[SCIENCEBASE-8275] - FQA:Test-SCIENCEBASE-8162 Community Folders list on home page
[SCIENCEBASE-8276] - FQA:Test-SCIENCEBASE-8163 Search results and ItemView (details) cleanup, finish port from SB2
[SCIENCEBASE-8277] - Understanding GraphQL and Sciencebase
[SCIENCEBASE-8278] - File Create GraphQL For Unzipped Shapefile Files

Improvement
[SCIENCEBASE-8246] - simplify, clarify DOI
[SCIENCEBASE-8255] - Make email search on people case insenstive
[SCIENCEBASE-8262] - FQA: Test-SCIENCEBASE-8183 'Page' loading feedback
[SCIENCEBASE-8288] - work with Cantu on lambda and cloudformation unzipping

